
The Unforgettable Tale of Leaving Before The
Rains Come
Have you ever experienced a journey that changed your life forever? A journey
that took you to the deepest corners of your soul, made you question everything
you knew, and reshaped your perspective of the world? If not, then you are about
to embark on a captivating adventure through Alexandra Fuller's memoir,
"Leaving Before The Rains Come." This powerful memoir is a testament to the
resilience of the human spirit, the complexities of love and identity, and the
profound impact that leaving behind what we know can have on our lives.

In "Leaving Before The Rains Come," Alexandra Fuller invites readers into her
world through a mesmerizing narrative that transcends time and place. Set
against the backdrop of her childhood in Central Africa and her adult life in
America and Zambia, Fuller weaves a tale that explores themes of belonging,
loss, and ultimately, self-discovery.

The memoir begins with Fuller's idyllic childhood in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe),
where she paints a vivid picture of her eccentric family and their struggles to
adapt to the changing political landscape. As a child, Fuller innocently navigates
the complexities of her surroundings, oblivious to the impending storm that will
force her to leave everything behind.
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As Fuller grows older, the political turmoil intensifies, and her family is faced with
a difficult decision – to stay and fight or leave in search of a better future. This
pivotal moment becomes the catalyst for the tumultuous journey that lies ahead.
Fuller's gripping storytelling takes us through the emotional rollercoaster of her
family's hasty departure, the heart-wrenching goodbyes, and the harrowing
experiences they encounter as they try to rebuild their lives in a foreign land.

But this memoir isn't just about the physical journey from one country to another;
it's about the emotional journey of self-discovery. Fuller's narration skillfully delves
into her personal struggles with identity, belonging, and the search for meaning.
Through raw and introspective accounts, she confronts her complicated
relationship with her homeland, her family, and most importantly, herself.

Fuller's prose is a symphony of vivid descriptions and evocative metaphors that
transport readers to the heart of Africa. Her attention to detail immerses us in the
sights, sounds, and smells of the land she once called home. From the relentless
heat of the sun to the pungent aroma of wildflowers after a rainstorm, every word
paints a vibrant picture that lingers in our minds long after we turn the final page.
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It is worth noting that "Leaving Before The Rains Come" is not a linear narrative.
Fuller skillfully jumps back and forth between past and present, exploring her
family's history while simultaneously grappling with her own present-day
struggles. This non-linear structure adds layers of depth to the memoir, allowing
the reader to truly understand the complexity of Fuller's experiences and the
impact they have had on her life.

Throughout the memoir, Fuller unearths profound revelations about love,
forgiveness, and the power of letting go. She candidly explores the darker
aspects of her relationships and exposes her own vulnerabilities, creating an
intimate connection between her and the reader. Fuller's willingness to bare her
soul allows us to reflect on our own lives and question the ties that bind us.

As the rains come and go, so does the ebb and flow of Fuller's life. Her journey of
leaving and returning ultimately serves as a metaphor for the cycle of growth and
change that we all experience. Through her experiences, Fuller teaches us that
sometimes, the only way to find ourselves is to leave behind what we know,
embrace the unknown, and weather the storms that come our way.

The Impact and Legacy of "Leaving Before The Rains Come"

Since its publication, "Leaving Before The Rains Come" has garnered critical
acclaim and resonated with readers around the world. Fuller's unique voice,
powerful storytelling, and ability to capture the human experience have cemented
her as one of the most influential contemporary memoirists.

This memoir not only provides a glimpse into a specific time and place but also
touches on universal themes that transcend borders and cultures. Fuller's
exploration of identity, home, and family resonates with anyone who has



questioned their sense of belonging or grappled with a longing for something
beyond their reach.

Through her memoir, Fuller challenges us to reflect on our own choices and the
stories we tell ourselves. She encourages us to confront our fears and pursue our
passions, reminding us that sometimes, leaving is the only way to find what truly
fulfills us.

With its compelling narrative, rich imagery, and profound insights, "Leaving
Before The Rains Come" is a masterpiece that will leave an indelible mark on
anyone who embarks on this unforgettable journey.

So, grab a copy of Alexandra Fuller's mesmerizing memoir, "Leaving Before The
Rains Come." Immerse yourself in a world of love, loss, resilience, and self-
discovery. Allow Fuller's poignant prose and captivating storytelling to transport
you on a transformative journey that will leave you in awe of the human spirit and
forever changed.
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The New York Times Bestseller from the author of Travel Light, Move Fast

"One of the gutsiest memoirs I've ever read. And the writing--oh my god the
writing."—Entertainment Weekly

A child of the Rhodesian wars and daughter of two deeply complicated parents,
Alexandra Fuller is no stranger to pain. But the disintegration of Fuller’s own
marriage leaves her shattered. Looking to pick up the pieces of her life, she finally
confronts the tough questions about her past, about the American man she
married, and about the family she left behind in Africa. A breathtaking
achievement, Leaving Before the Rains Come is a memoir of such grace and
intelligence, filled with such wit and courage, that it could only have been written
by Alexandra Fuller.

Leaving Before the Rains Come begins with the dreadful first years of the
American financial crisis when Fuller’s delicate balance—between American
pragmatism and African fatalism, the linchpin of her unorthodox marriage—
irrevocably fails. Recalling her unusual courtship in Zambia—elephant attacks on
the first date, sick with malaria on the wedding day—Fuller struggles to
understand her younger self as she overcomes her current misfortunes. Fuller
soon realizes what is missing from her life is something that was always there:
the brash and uncompromising ways of her father, the man who warned his
daughter that "the problem with most people is that they want to be alive for as
long as possible without having any idea whatsoever how to live." Fuller’s father
—"Tim Fuller of No Fixed Abode" as he first introduced himself to his future wife
—was a man who regretted nothing and wanted less, even after fighting harder
and losing more than most men could bear.

Leaving Before the Rains Come showcases Fuller at the peak of her abilities,
threading panoramic vistas with her deepest revelations as a fully grown woman



and mother. Fuller reveals how, after spending a lifetime fearfully waiting for
someone to show up and save her, she discovered that, in the end, we all simply
have to save ourselves.

An unforgettable book, Leaving Before the Rains Come is a story of sorrow
grounded in the tragic grandeur and rueful joy only to be found in Fuller’s Africa.
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